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SPACE IN 
SOUTHWEST 
ATLANTA 
A COMMUNITY BUILDING PROPOSAL 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Blueprint 58 seeks to move forward together with our neighbors to lead families and 
children into a holistic thriving. We believe the best way to achieve this goal is one 
relationship at a time, and for this reason everything we do is run through the grid of 
building mutually beneficial relationships. Over the past seven years that has meant 
fostering mentor relationships, starting and growing sports programs for youth, developing 
community support groups for students and also young mothers. It has meant hosting 
community events, offering a scholarship for committed students from the program, and 
providing overnight summer camp, as well as a beach retreat.  

In order to grow these programs, and to provide a more supportive environment for 
neighborhood flourishing, we need more space. We have a contract on a historic building 
in Pittsburgh, Atlanta, less than a mile from our current home base at the Stanley’s in Adair 
Park. We believe this particular building is unique in offering the ongoing ability to share 
family and home with the community, and to know our neighbors really well. We are 
committed to the longevity of growth and flourishing for the residents of Pittsburgh.  

A space for Blueprint 58 will increase our capacity to host monthly mom’s group meetings, 
mentor events, tutoring, community building programs, and provide quality office space for 
our team. Our hope for the building is to provide our community with a space where 
students and neighbors will enter and feel like they have reached a safe and welcoming 
space that allows them to grow and build lasting relationships. Practically, we want to create 
a space that feels comfortable like a home and not a center, where we can host community 
dinners and football banquets. We hope to create a warm and welcoming environment for 
students to play games, gather for prayer, and study.  Our vision for the building would be 
an innovative, beautiful space that remains true to the heart of the Pittsburgh neighborhood 
and restores the beauty of a building which has been in disrepair.  

Rebecca Stanley 
Executive Director 
Blueprint58 
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Ten years ago, we met a young man named Zack. Without knowing what we were doing, we began 
mentoring him. That journey literally changed our lives. Zack taught us entirely more than we have ever 
taught him. Because of him, our children know what it means to have a big brother. We learned much about 
perseverance, about joy, about hope, and about grace. We have discovered intricacies of poverty, of mass 
incarceration, and about knowing and loving people who don't look like us. 

Seven years ago, we moved into the Adair Park neighborhood of Atlanta and started our nonprofit 
mentoring program, Blueprint 58. We would never have made this move if it wasn't for that first faltering 
relationship with an amazing young man. Now that we have put down roots in a neighborhood rich in 
beauty and in community, we are excited to welcome you as a part of that community.  

We want to build our programs, and our physical space, according to the Blueprint set forth in Isaiah 58. 
This means recognizing and striving to restore the inherent dignity and assets already alive in our 
neighborhood. We want to always approach our ministry humbly, as servants and learners who simply desire 
to create a safe space where neighbors can flourish in who God has made them to be.  

Our hope is that Blueprint 58 will exist to connect neighbors and friends and broaden horizons on both 
sides of the relationship. Through sports programs, a young mother’s support group, community building 
events, and mentoring relationships, we strive to build future leaders from within. We firmly believe 
mutually transforming relationships will be the thing that changes the world. Crossing boundaries of race 
and class and history and culture will create a more beautiful tomorrow for each and every one of us.  

Rebecca Stanley 
Executive Director 
Blueprint58 

HI.  
WE ARE  
THE STANLEYS
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Becca Stanley 
Executive Director

Adam Stanley 
Sports Director

Takia Lamb 
Development Director

Madi Hellsten 
Mentor Coordinator

ABOUT BLUEPRINT58 

Blueprint 58 is a community-based mentoring program in the Adair Park and Pittsburgh neighborhoods of 
Atlanta. Blueprint 58 is unique in its approach to community development, focusing on both fostering 
mentoring relationships through the local school, and establishing a healthy and positive presence in the 
neighborhood. Blueprint 58 was birthed from the realization of the need for lasting relationships as the only 
context for community transformation. Our mission is to empower youth to grow into community 
leaders through mutually transformational relationships.

OUR STAFF

MENTORING 

Mentoring is at the heart of what we 
do. We believe that while mentors 
have much to offer and teach, they 
have equally as much to learn. To 
support and encourage successful 
mentor relationships we provide 
monthly events, resources for local 
happenings, and opportunities for 
mentors to fellowship with one 
another. We match 4th and 5th 
graders with positive adult role 
mode l s th rough ou r Mentor 
program.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Personal Development involves 
helping our students to explore 
different world views, grow spiritually, 
build positive communities and 
develop goals that help them to 
achieve stability.  

Our programming that supports this 
focus area include: Five8FMO, 
Sports, and Bible Study.

COMMUNITY BUILDING 

Blueprint58 is a community focused 
o rg a n i z a t i o n t h a t s u p p o r t s 
community members in Adair Park 
and its surrounding communities. 
We encourage our staff members 
to become members of the 
communities we serve to be better 
advocates. 

We support the community with 
events like our annual Back to 
School: Backpack and Uniform 
Drive, Thanksgiving Dinner, and 
Scholarship fund. 

OUR FOCUS AREAS 
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PITTSBURGH 

A working class, black community, Pittsburgh was 

served by four streetcar lines: Washington Street, 
Pryor Street, Stewart Avenue (now Metropolitan 

Parkway) and Georgia Avenue (now Ralph David 
Abernathy Boulevard). In spite of its poverty, early 

Pittsburgh boasted well-educated and self-
sufficient residents. Until the 1930s, Pittsburgh 

housed Clark College; it also held two theological 
seminaries. Black-owned businesses sprung up on 

McDaniel Street. Starting in 2012, the population 
has started to increase again and investment in the 

community has increased. 

ADAIR PARK 

Adair Park developed into a small white working-
class neighborhood of modest houses. In 1955 
“white flight” began, triggered by the sale of a single 
property on Beryl Street near Dewey Street to a black 
family. Soon Dewey, Hope and Beryl Streets had 
transitioned from white to black, as did Mayland 
Avenue and Mayland Circle in 1958. Adair Park 
gradually sl id into decline along with the 
Metropolitan Parkway corridor. But by 2000, young 
people were starting to move back into the 
neighborhood, settling alongside many lifelong 
residents, attracted by the charming affordable 
bungalows and community spirit. 

OUR COMMUNITY HISTORY  

STATISTICS 
• In 2015, 19% of children in Georgia 

lived in households that were food 
insecure at some point during the 
year (465,000 children) 

• Georgia ranks 42nd out of 50 in 
child well-being. 

• Georgia ranks 44th out of 50 in 
economic well-being. 

• Georgia ranks 41st out of 50 in the 
category of family and community 
support.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clark_Atlanta_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theological_seminary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clark_Atlanta_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theological_seminary
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WHY WE NEED THIS SPACE 

To put it simply: It’s time to grow.  

Blueprint58 has been operating out of small 
spaces since the very beginning. Whether those 
spaces were our own homes or small churches, 
we became increasingly aware that as we 
expanded, those spaces felt smaller and smaller.  
Ultimately, we began placing limitations on how 
many people we could serve, based on the space 
available. 

We believe transformation happens gradually, as 
it did with Blueprint58, through continuing 
conversation and relationship. This building will 
not only provide our staff with a place to continue 
developing programs, but it will also provide the 
community with a creative, safe space to incubate 
transformative relationships that will in turn, 
impact the community as a whole. 

"Sustainable changes in community occur 
locally on a small scale, happen slowly, 
and are initiated at a grass-roots level.” 

- Peter Block

"I think we should have more 
coffeehouses, more cafes, 
more "third places." More 

places where people can get 
together that's not work, not 
home, and where they can 

interact with people who are 
different from them” 

- Eric Seiner
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THE BLUEPRINT58 COMMUNITY BUILDING 
Our hope for our building is to provide our community with a space where students will enter our building 
feeling like they have reached a safe and welcoming place that would allow them to grow and build lasting 
relationships. Practically, we want to create a space that feels comfortable like a home where we can host 
community dinners and football banquets. We hope to create a warm and welcoming environment for students 
to play games, gather for prayer, and study.  

We would also provide: 

• A library and tutoring space, as well as office 
space for Blueprint 58 to grow in presence and 
service to the community.  

• Housing for both staff and transient youth 
involved in programming and relationship with 
Blueprint 58 who may need temporary housing.  

• Beautiful and useful outdoor space that would 
include a basketball court and community 
garden.

• A space for monthly meetings, mentor and 
other events, tutoring, a library, enrichment 
classes, and quality office space for our 
team.  

• A physical example of the work we do in 
the community to donors and potential 
donors.

Our vision for the building would be an innovative, beautiful space that remains true to the heart of the 
Pittsburgh neighborhood and restores the beauty of a building which has been in disrepair for so long.  
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PROJECT GOALS 

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 

WE HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH: 

• Completing the purchase of the building 

• Ensuring the building is structurally sound 

• Emptying out excess debris 

• Re-frame Interior on both floors 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

WE HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH: 

• Building out the first floor — which will include office 

space, a conference room, library/study space, 

community space for youth, etc.  

• Landscaping the property — which includes creating a 

basketball court and beautifying the grounds. 

• Rough electric & plumbing 

COMPLETION 

WE HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH: 

• Building out the second floor — which will include living 

space for staff and temporary housing for youth in 

transition. 
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OUR GOAL 
Thanks to a generous donor, we’ve received 
$315,000 towards our total renovation goal of 
$630,000. We need help completing renovations, 
which will total in $315,000. For our 6,300 sqft 
building, that comes to approximately $105 per 
square foot.  

FUNDRAISING GOAL | $315,000 

BECOME A DONOR 
We hope to partner with both organizations and 
individuals to help us complete our building. To 
show our appreciation for all donations given, we 
will: (1) Create several displays to show the names 
and/or faces of individuals who gave, (2) Recognize 
all donors at our grand opening, and (3) Recognize 
all donors on our website and social media profiles.  

Corporate Sponsorship | $100,000 

Small Business Sponsorship | $25,000 

Gold Donor | $10,000 

Silver Donor | $5,000 

Bronze Donor | $1,000 

Foot By Foot | $105 

** More details on renovation costs are available 
upon request. 

MAKE YOUR PLEDGE AT  
WWW.BLUEPRINT58.ORG/ISUPPORTBLUEPRINT58

http://www.blueprint58.org/ISUPPORTBLUEPRINT58
http://www.blueprint58.org/ISUPPORTBLUEPRINT58

